Bio-event extraction is an important phase towards the goal of extracting biological networks from the scientific literature. Recent advances in word embedding make computation of word distribution more efficient and possible. In this study, we investigate methods bringing distributional characteristics of words in the text into event extraction by using the latest word embedding methods. By using bag-ofwords (BOW) features as the baseline, the result has been improved by the introduction of word-embedding features, and is comparable to the state-of-the-art solution.
Introduction
Automated extraction of bio-events from the scientific literature is an important research stage towards extraction of bio-networks, and is the main focus of bio-text-mining [1] .
An event represents a biochemical process, e.g. a protein-protein interaction or chemicalprotein interaction, within a signalling pathway or a metabolic pathway. An event in text is usually anchored by a word indicating the occurrence of the event, named a trigger, and the other words, which are arguments involved in the reaction. Solutions of extracting events usually begin with detecting trigger words first, and then assemble other detected argument words to a trigger. Some solutions consider event extraction as a structured prediction problem and extract triggers with corresponding arguments at once [2] , [3] .
BOW is common features of representing tokens when lexcial information is need for prediction, e.g. trigger prediction. However, it has drawbacks of being high dimensional, sparse and discrete. While word embedding is a collective name for a set of language modelling and feature learning techniques, by which words in a vocabulary could by mapped to vectors in a lower dimensional space, which is continuous in and relative to the vocabulary size. It is capable of representing a words distributional characteristics [4] . In this way, word embedding model may capture semantic and sequential information of a word in text. Meanwhile, a word-embedding feature is continuous, since continuous space language models maps integer vector into continuous space via learned parameters. By training a neural network language model, one obtains not just the model itself, but also the learned word embedding.
Due to the size of a dictionary word embedding might involve, computation of word distribution could be expensive. Mikolov et al. proposed two model architectures called CBOW and skip-gram for maing computation of word embedding feasible and efficient [5] .
The skip-gram model tries to maximize classification of a word based on another word in the same sentence. Each current word as an input to a log-linear classifier with continuous projection layer, and predict words within a certain range before and after the current word ( Figure 2) .
Nie et al. utilized word embedding for detecting trigger words [6] . In this paper, we present the experiments using word embedding as token features to extract complete events including triggers and their arguments. The skip-gram model is used to obtain word-embedding features and is compared with a baseline model of using BOW features. The result demonstrates that the introduction of word embedding improves the result, and is comparable to the state-of-the-art solution.
Methods and results

BioNLP GENIA task
A series of efforts has been initiated to evaluate the available solutions and investigate potentials in event extraction technologies. Among them, the BioNLP Shared Tasks (BioNLP-ST) [7] have been consistently conducted since 2009 and attracted community-wide support. BioNLP-ST GENIA task is a core task and had the third edition in 2013. The task gradually increased its difficulties and complexities, for example, by upgrading from abstract-only text to full-text articles and subsuming co-reference tasks.
In the latest GENIA 2013 task, EVEX achieves the best performance (F-score: 50.97; recall: 45.44; precision: 58.03) [8] . Our system achieves a comparable result with a higher precision (Fscore 47.33; recall: 37.14; precision: 65.21).
Event extraction model
Except binding events, the event extraction process consists of two steps in our system. First, triggers are predicted for each token in a sentence. Then, arguments including themes and causes are predicted to be associated with the triggers. The arguments could be either proteins or other events. The events, which may have other events as arguments, are called recursive events in this paper. During the prediction, this might lead to cyclic referencing. For example, event A is predicted as event Bs argument, while B is also predicted as As. In our model, the candidate events are tested, and the one has lower confidence score given by SVM classifier would be deleted. This method is also extended to bigger number of events, which are referencing each other in a cyclic manner.
For example, in Figure 1 , four trigger words indicate four events. After detecting the triggers, the system check proteins one by one to seek the right arguments. The system will start with simple events, the methylation and the gene expression in the example. Then it will check arguments for the triggers of recursive events. This example has two recursive events, a positive regulation and a negative regulation. In the case when a new event is created, the new event has to be tested to see whether it could be an argument of one of the recursive events.
A binding event may have more than one theme. The extraction of binding event consists of three steps. The first two steps are similar to the other event extractions. At the third step, the candidate arguments are constructed with argument in possible combinations. Then, the combinations are tested by an SVM classifier, and the one with the highest confidence score will be kept. In the experiments, we use LibSVM as the implementation of SVM.
Word embedding for trigger and argument detection
Representing a token in right features is crucial in trigger prediction. BOW is a popular solution. However, it is very high dimensional, sparse and discrete. While word embedding features, which are learnt by a neural-network-based language model called continuous space language model, can represent a words distributional characteristics [4] . This, in a way, may capture semantic and sequential information of a word in text.
One problem of a word embedding model is that the model only represents the distributional characteristics of a word in entire text rather than in a specific context. In another word, the characteristics of an individual word in a sentence cannot be brought into a later prediction model. The lexically same tokens have the same word embedding. This word may indicate different event types in different sentences according to the BioNLP task. Therefore, we also experiment to join word embedding features with BOW features.
Events may have multi-token triggers. For example, mRNA expression is a transcription events trigger in many instances. Meanwhile, expression appears as a gene-expression events trigger in many instances. Biologically, transcription is a more specific process of gene expression. Therefore, for such cases, the system predicts event type as transcription since it is more informative.
In the experiment, training and development data-sets provided in the BioNLP13 are used to obtain word-embedding features in an unsupervised manner. A problem of word embedding method is that it represents a words distributional characteristics in the entire text, however loses the words contextual information in a specific sentence. Thus, during the training, we also consider n-gram features of a token.
After detecting triggers, assembling correct arguments to the triggers is another key link on the chain. As the model described in the section 2.1, the system starts with proteins and then the generated events. If a new event is created, it will be tested against the triggers, which indicate recursive events but have not been constructed as an event yet. The Stanford dependency path is the main feature for argument detection. 
Results
We evaluate three models on the BioNLP 2013 GENIA test dataset. At the moment, only events described within the boundaries of a sentence are considered.
• BOW + n-gram
• Word embedding
• Word embedding + n-gram
The first model uses BOW and n-gram to represent each token. Then, the model is replaced by another using word embedding only while utilizing the exactly same extraction infrastructure, which is a pipeline converging tokenization, parsing and other pre-processing upon Apache UIMA. At last, we jointly use word embedding with ngram. In Table 1 , it could be observed that the joint model achieves the best performance with 47.33 in F-score. The model only using word embedding achieved the lowest, however, still gets 46.33 in F-score. This is because word embedding loses a word's distributional information in a specific context although the distributional characteristics of words are obtained for the entire text. Table 2 shows that the detail result of the model performing the best, the joint model. Extraction of simple events achieves an average F-score of 71.98, which is expected, since each simple event contains only one theme and is not recursive. The system achieves 64.00 in F-score for protein modification event. The events are more complicated than simple events since they contain causes besides themes in arguments. The F-score for extracting binding events is 39.85. Regulatory events are the most complex ones because each of them has two arguments and is recursive. Extraction of this type of events achieved 33.97 in F-score.
Since binding is a special event type, which may have unknown number of arguments, we have analysed the extraction of binding events with different extraction strategy. Table 3 is the result with different models of assigning arguments to binding triggers. Single prediction uses one binary classifier to determine the assignment of a candidate argument. Two step prediction firstly check all arguments about whether they could be candidate arguments, then, delete the combinations covered by others. For example, if protein A and protein B are both assigned to a trigger to construct a binding event. Then, the two candidate events with A and B as argument respectively will not be considered. Two steps-confidence scores represents the results that we prune binding events ac- Table 2 : The detail result on the BioNLP 2013 GENIA test dataset by using the word-embedding model.
cording to confidence scores (see the section 2.1). Table 3 shows that the performance of dividing Binding events themes extraction in two step is better. Using confidence scores to prune Binding events can improve the performance of Binding events significantly.
Conclusion
The paper explores the methods of exploiting distributional characteristics of words in a continuous space into bio-event extraction by using the latest word embedding methods. It is the first system using word embedding to extract complete events from text, and has achieve the result comparable to the state-of-the-art system's. The system uses the BOW model as the baseline. When the model only using word embedding to represent tokens, the system achieves slightly lower performance than the BOW model's. The model jointly using word-embedding achieves the best performance. This is because n-gram effectively complements the loss of contextual information of words, at the same time when the words' distributional characteristics are introduced by word embedding.
There are various ways we plan to further improve the system. The current experiment uses BioNLP dataset, which is relatively small for achieving word vectors in a continuous space. In the following experiments, we would like to train and obtain the word vectors on a bigger corpus, e.g. a subset containing related articles from Wikipedia. Furthermore, we would like to create a joint model combining the prediction of trigger and arguments [3] . 
